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National Farm to School Network
The National Farm School Network is a national nonprofit organization seeking to inform
children and their families about the importance of eating fresh, healthy foods produced
by local farmers. The National Farm School Network works to give students access to
healthy food, as well as educational opportunities (e.g., student gardens, field trips and
cooking lessons) to help make life-long healthy choices. The organization is comprised of
national, regional and state leads.
The National Farm to School Network has a wide range of publics (e.g., teachers,
farmers, parents, politicians, volunteers) scattered around the nation, which can make it
difficult to relay key messages or updates via social media channels with the various time
zones. The National Farm to School Network likes to share projects it is currently
working on, farmers or schools it is working with, and volunteer projects. Getting fresh
foods into schools and recruiting local farmers to participate can be hard, so networking
and conveying the organization’s mission is vital.
To help increase awareness about the organization and its mission, the National Farm to
School Network wants to attract more followers on all social media platforms by posting
strategically timed and engaging content. The results would optimally be measured by a
quantifiable increase in comments, retweets, “likes,” “favorites” and mentions of the
organization.
Purpose
The purpose of the social media audit and conversational analysis is to evaluate the
National Farm to School’s social media activity and content compared to three nonprofit
organizations with similar motives: The Edible Schoolyard, Food Corps and the Chef
Ann Foundation. We will make recommendations to help the National Farm to School
Network improve its social media presence to increase awareness of the organization’s
work and gain supporters.
Method
The National Farm to School Network uses a variety of social media platforms,
depending on whom the organization wants a particular message to reach. The
organization semi-regularly communicates with its various publics via Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and a blog. We evaluated the company’s presence on these platforms
compared to competitors such as the Edible Schoolyard, Food Corps and the Chef Ann
Foundation during the time frame of Nov. 1, 2014, to Jan. 31, 2015. To determine the
effectiveness of the content posted across all platforms, we analyzed the content of
postings and how the users interacted with the content. We defined Facebook interactions
based on likes, comments and shares. Similarly for Twitter, we determined interactions
based on replies, retweets and favorites. As for the YouTube, interactions were
interpreted according to video views and number of subscribers, while the blog’s
interactions were decoded by page views. To gather information for the YouTube
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channel we did not use any external resources; we simply utilized the information made
public on its channel. Online resources were used to gather analytics for Twitter, such as
Twitalyzer and Topsy. Twitter Analytics and Facebook Analytics were also used for their
respected channels. Site Worth Traffic helped us identify the online traffic accumulated
by the organization’s blog.
For the conversation analysis, we used the resource Social Mention to identify the
audiences that are talking about Farm to School. With the help of this website, we were
able to see which topics are most associated with the organization, the most frequent
hashtags used when talking about Farm to School, which audiences talk the most about
the organization, and the media channels that discuss Farm to School
Results
Overview of Social Media
We came up with a few recommendations that could easily increase organization
interactions. For example, the YouTube channel provides a broken URL link attempting
to direct its YouTube followers to additional videos on the organization’s website.
Additionally, the blog has the intention to create conversation by providing a comment
section, yet there is no way to actually submit a comment – there is no comment box.
Furthermore, Farm to School is a national program, which allows the opportunity for
individual states or regions to have their own social media platforms for Farm to School.
As a result of this, publics may be divided
among channels.
On Facebook, Twitter and the blog, Farm
to School attempts to post regular content;
however, the content style is often too
Simple,	
  concise	
  fact	
  that	
  shares	
  the	
  growth	
  of	
  its	
  mission	
  
wordy and lacks visually appealing
pictures or videos. Postings primarily are used
to direct traffic to the organization’s website and blog, where interactions decrease
significantly due to the lack of a working comment or “thumbs up” feature.
Another issue we came across was comparing the Farm to School blog to competitors,
since none of the other organizations have blogs. We integrated the blog into our social
media audit and conversation analysis when we found it applicable.
Brand Consistency
Farm to School does fairly well when it comes to brand consistency; the organization’s
missions, values and news remains equally distributed across each platform. The
organization’s website and blog have visible links to its Twitter handle, Facebook page
and YouTube channel; however, it fails to provide all social media links across its sites.
For example, Twitter should have links to its Facebook page and blog in the biography
section of its Twitter heading (and vice versa). Providing individuals with links to visit
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the media channels associated with the organization will help curious followers engage
with the organization.
Voice
Throughout the Facebook page, Twitter channel and blog, Farm to School primarily posts
about webinars, jobs, and other organizations working toward similar goals. Farm to
School uses a friendly voice and easy-to-read vocabulary in its posts, which creates
greater opportunities for a variety of publics to contribute to the conversation. Farm to
School consistently adds the #farmtoschool hashtag to its posts and often adds
exclamation points to create excitement. The platforms, however, rarely ask followers
engaging questions, and Twitter posts are usually asking followers to do something or
attend an event without clever language or incentives.
The Edible Schoolyard posts are similar in format and style to the Farm to School
Network. It mainly creates posts mentioning events and programs; however, it also posts
about contests and how to get involved. The Edible Schoolyard’s posts almost always
have a visual component (either video or picture), paired with just a sentence or two of
text, which is a strategic
technique to increase
engagement.
While Food Corps posts the
most frequently on all social
media platforms in comparison
to the other three organizations,
a large number of its posts just
say “Read ______ from
_______” or “Watch this to see
how _____,” accompanied by a
video or article. When its posts
are truly original, Food Corps
interacts with its supporters by
asking engaging questions and
creating curiosity gaps among
its followers, so they seek out
more information. The posts
have a clear, human voice, an
element that increases desire to
be involved in the discussion.
The Chef Ann Foundation on Facebook does a great job of incorporating visually
appealing photos for posts (e.g., kids’ school lunches look delicious); however, it often
ruins the potential of the post with brevity. Facebook followers scroll through their feeds
and likely won’t read lengthy, wordy posts. On Twitter, Chef Ann Foundation rarely
shows an original voice; the organization retweets nearly just as much, if not more, than
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the number of times it posts original content. A consequence of this is being unable to
identify an original, consistent voice for the brand.
Channel Frequency
Farm to School is active on Facebook,
Twitter and its blog, posting content
regularly, but fails to post consistently on its
YouTube channel.
Facebook
During the three-month period, Farm to
School posted 37 times and only 7 posts
were accompanied by multimedia (photos or
videos). The Edible Schoolyard posted 25
times, with 10 posts paired with multimedia.
Food Corps posted 69 times, with 48
including multimedia. Lastly, the Chef Ann
Foundation posted 41 times, with 31
including multimedia. (Note: Article links
that showed pictures as icons on Facebook
posts were not counted.)
Twitter
On Twitter, Farm to School tweeted 113 times over the three-month period and included
14 multimedia pieces. The Edible Schoolyard tweeted only 78 times with 9 pieces of
multimedia. The Food Corps Twitter account was on its “A” game, posting 326 times
over the three-month period, with multimedia pieces in nearly half of its tweets (144 total
tweets). The Chef Ann Foundation tweeted 430 times during this time; however, 160 of
them were retweets (i.e., not original content) with only 9 tweets having a multimedia
component.
YouTube
YouTube is the least utilized platform by Farm to School, with only two videos dated
back to four years ago. The channel has a substantial fan base of 141 subscribers with
14,486 views. With this fan base, Farm to School should be creating more videos about
the organization. The Edible Schoolyard has 55 videos posted to its YouTube channel,
but it also posted infrequently (only three videos were posted within the last year). The
Food Corps YouTube channel has 31 videos and posts almost consistently appeared
monthly. Similarly, the Chef Ann Foundation has 32 videos posted, and the organization
posted a video approximately every two weeks.
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Interaction and Page Views
Facebook
Out of the four organizations, Food Corps and the Chef Ann Foundation had the most
interactions with followers. Food Corps had a total of 955 likes, 26 comments, and 259
shares; the Chef Ann Foundation had 1,138 likes, 38 comments, and 156 shares. The
Edible Schoolyard beat all other organization Facebook pages in shares with 722, but it
only had 914 likes and 20 comments. Farm to School did the worst in interaction with its
followers with only 216 likes, 5 comments and 62 shares. (The data were only collected
for the month of January due to the limited time frame Facebook Analytics allows).
However, these statistics make sense when the number of Facebook page likes is taken
into consideration.

Twitter
On Twitter, Farm to School were not very interactive with their followers. They rarely, if
ever, posted questions asking for responses by or discussions with followers. It did
retweet the organizations that mentioned them or had similar missions, which is good, but
rarely reached out to its supporters. Food Corps does the best with Twitter interaction,
often sharing and retweeting stories of its service members and their contribution to
fighting childhood obesity. The Edible Schoolyard and Chef Ann Foundation have
similar problems as School to Farms when it comes to Twitter follower engagement, due
to a lack of original content from retweeting too often and having bland content. Through
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analyzing the content of the various organizations’ twitter posts, the most interactions
come from statistical facts relating to the organizations’ missions or engaging questions.
Bad	
  Example:	
  	
  

Good	
  Example:	
  

Out of all the Twitter accounts, Food
Corps had the greatest interactions with
their followers. The best tweet by the
organization received 46 retweets and 26
tweets: the tweet included an infographic
of the various areas the investments of
Food Corps will go to. The Edible
Schoolyard’s most engaging tweet had 20
retweets and 12 favorites. The content
included information about local
environmental screening. The most
engaging tweet by Farm to School
attracted 13 retweets and 11 favorites. The
tweet described Detroit students who
started a farm stand. The Chef Ann
Foundation did the worst with interactions
on Twitter overall, having a majority of its
tweets with no retweets or followers.
However, one outlier tweet received 74
retweets and 34 favorites. The content
compared the number of limbs amputated
by war soldiers to those from diabetes.
YouTube
Nearly all of the organization’s YouTube videos disabled the comment feature or lacked
one, so we did not have enough material to analyze the interaction of subscribers to
content. In addition to this issue, we also noticed a lack of frequency in video posts. This
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does create the conversation, however, to post more frequent videos and enable the
comment feature.
Blog
Similar to the YouTube channel, Farm to Foods blog lacks the capability for comments
or even likes by its visitors. While many posts asked for supporters to tell their story or
share their thoughts about a particular issue, there are no comment boxes available to do
so. As a result of this, we decided to analyze the number of daily page views the website
accumulated. Using the resource Site Worth Traffic, we were able to see Food Corps,
once again, leading the group with an average of 417 page views. The Edible Schoolyard
website was the runner-up with an average of 363 views, and Farm to School came in
next with 174 daily views. The Chef Ann Foundation came in last with only 155 daily
page views. We believe the results came out in this fashion because Food Corps has more
followers on all of its social media sites, which often leads audiences to the official
website. Farm to School needs to cross-reference its social media links across its
platforms to direct more traffic to its website and blog.
Results: Conversation Analysis
All these organizations, focused around the efforts to combat obesity and give students
access to healthy foods, have overwhelming support. According to Social Mention, the
keywords associated with all four of these organizations are “school,” “farm” and “food.”
Overall, the four organizations have a relatively neutral presence online, showing that for
every 7 tweets, 6 of them emit positive sentiments toward the organizations. On another
note, the conversations about these organizations, on average, only last for about 43
seconds. This means very little continuous dialogue is occurring among these
organizations. This brings up opportunity for the creation of a few hashtags that can be
implemented regularly in posts. Hashtags currently used with these organizations are
#foodtank, #farmtoschool, #goodneighbors, #cohealth, #greeley, #foodjustice and
#nutrition. As we can see, there are too many broad hashtags. Short unique hashtags are
key so followers can join the conversation easily. There are several primary sources these
organizations are mentioned on (in ascending rank): Twitter, Photobucket, Friendfeed,
YouTube and Facebook.
On Twitter, the No. 1 platform of organizations discussed, we analyzed how often the
organizations received replies back from their initial tweets. In January, Farm to School
received 382 replies to its tweets; Edible Schoolyard had 518; Food Corps had 530; and
the Chef Ann Foundation only had 160. By creating unique content to tweet, people will
have the opportunity to reply and react to the organization.
Additionally, we saw that all of the organizations were fairly successful at mentioning
similar organizations, as well as making a difference toward the organizations’ common
cause. We counted the number of tweets each organization created that tagged another
organization or individual. Again, Food Corps won in this area, with 167 tweets
containing mentions over the three-month period. Farm to School held the second spot
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with 36 tweets mentioning others. Similarly, the Chef Ann Foundation had 25 tweets and
the Edible Schoolyard only had 22. Tagging other organizations and individuals can drive
more people to a Twitter handle because they may retweet the message if they are
included in it.
Conclusion
The National Farm to School Network has all the makings of an effective online media
presence, but it needs to improve its fan engagement and make minor adjustments to its
content. A few changes can go a long way when it comes to reaching out to its various
publics. For example, simply enabling comment boxes and like buttons on the blog and
asking for fan input by tweeting questions can create more two-way communication
among supporters. Especially since younger generations and parents are active on social
media, social media is arguably the most effective way to reach supporters and
volunteers. Networking on social media the right way can create key opportunities for
this nonprofit organization. Farm to School has an active presence on social media, but it
needs to generate more conversation about its content. One way to do this is implement
social media contests. We have suggested a number of additional ways to foster
engagement below.
Recommendations
Facebook
1. Create a wider variety of posts – most of the current posts are just links to news
updates on the Farm to School website. Example posts could include photos, links
to tweets or unique posts created to interact with Facebook followers.
2. Post to the page more frequently. Aim to post around five times a week and
alternate between different types of posts.
3. Update the photo albums on the Facebook page. Posting pictures of the food
served in schools or educational opportunities provided to the students would
show physical evidence of the organization’s work.
4. Interact with followers through comments and create posts that prompt responses
from other people on Facebook. Using a friendly, interactive voice in posts will
help with this.
5. Add links to other social media sites, along with the existing link to the Farm to
School website.
6. Partner with people and organizations for events and tag them in posts and
pictures to reach more viewers.
Twitter
1. Post more questions that entice engagement and interaction from followers.
2. Post more in the late afternoon or early evenings in the Pacific Time Zone.
Various time zones can be tricky. Studies have shown that social media activity is
more prominent after the typical work or school hours (i.e., after 5 p.m.).
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3. Retweet followers and other organizations that are talking about Farm to School.
Retweeting followers will show that the organization is glad particular individuals
are supporting the organization, which shows their appreciation for their
advocacy.
4. Don’t just tweet to direct followers to the blog – have more of a purpose, such as
telling followers how to get involved or how the organization is directly
impacting the community and local schools. Choppy words and a link gets boring
easily.
5. Make sure multimedia (videos, GIFs or photos) are used often. Studies have
shown people are more likely to read a tweet if it has a visual component to it.
6. Tweet more about opportunities regarding how people can get involved with the
cause or volunteer.
YouTube
1. Add all videos uploaded to Facebook and other social media platforms to the
YouTube channel, either in a “favorites” playlist or directly uploaded to “videos.”
2. Make sure all links are not broken (e.g., http://video.farmtoschool.org).
3. The “about” section needs more information. A brief summary of the
organization, its mission and current goals should be included.
4. Add a photo to the header section on the homepage. It will give a more human
face to the organization.
5. Upload videos every two weeks – the channel needs to be more consistent and upto-date.
6. Cross-reference the YouTube channel by adding easily found links to social
media platforms directly into the “about” section, so viewers can discover the
organization’s other platforms easily.
Blog
1. Enable the ability to comment on blog posts so there is two-way conversation.
2. Create a different name for the blog, so people understand that it is a blog, not just
news.
3. Have a “read more” option for each blog post so that readers can read interesting
headlines that will lead them to articles, rather than a long scroll of content.
4. Put blog posts into categories. For example, a few categories could be “news,”
“job openings,” “volunteer opportunities” and “tips.”
5. Add photos or videos to each post to increase visual appeal.
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